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Effects of steward-ownership as a corporate ownership structure: evidence from Denmark

STEWARD-OWNED COMPANIES

Corporate ownership is the cultural technology that determines who governs and holds the power within a company. In conventional businesses, shareholders hold the power as owners of the business. As owners, they can buy, sell, or dismantle a company as they please.\(^1\) In this paradigm, a company is an object owned by its shareholders with the objective to profit them.

During the last century and especially during the last two decades, new business practices have emerged and sparked new public discourses on alternative ownership paradigms in Europe and the United States.

Steward-ownership is such an alternative corporate ownership structure. In this model, ownership is understood as stewardship; the companies' assets are bound to the purpose of the company; companies are stewarded by people who cannot extract profits or assets for their own personal benefit and wealth generation. The control or role as steward in a company is allocated not by inheriting or buying the company, but it remains with people that are connected to the company. Besides ‘steward-ownership’,\(^3\) this type of corporate ownership has been referred to as ‘trust ownership’\(^4\) and in the context of Danish foundations ‘foundation-ownership’. It represents a “different kind of capitalism”,\(^5\) by replacing shareholder value-maximization with the company’s purpose as its main driver. Therefore, the focus of these companies is not to maximize shareholder value, but rather the continuation of the business company to fulfill its purpose,\(^6\) which is expected to influence business behaviour.

Legal structures implementing steward-ownership as a corporate ownership structure can be found in several legislative systems around the world. The legal implementation can be based on different mechanisms, such as the separation of ownership rights, the transferral of ownership over the company into a legal entity without private beneficiaries, or golden shares safeguarding specific principals. The most widely applied form of legal implementation seems to be the establishments of (charitable) foundations as owners of the operative company. This model is particularly popular in Europe, but can also be found in Asia (e.g. India), the U.S., Central and South America. Depending on the legislation, it can be established using a single foundation or several entities. Another form of implementation in the United States is the Perpetual Purpose Trust, a form of trust which is legalized in some states like Delaware, New Hampshire, Wyoming and Maine. Outside of trust and foundation structures, a specific set-up of a golden share can be used to implement steward-ownership by using an authority holding a ‘veto share’ of the company to ensure that the principles of the steward-ownership structure are kept intact.\(^6\)

STEWARD-OWNERSHIP IN DENMARK

The steward-ownership structure is particularly popular in Denmark, where a large share of the companies are in majority ownership of so-called ‘industrial foundations’ that are often non-profit entities.\(^7\) There is no country in which companies in this ownership structure are so numerous.\(^8\) These foundations generally have the purpose of owning and ensuring the continued survival and development of a company, at times added by charitable goals.\(^9\)

\(^1\) Purpose (2019)
\(^2\) www.purpose-economy.org (2020)
\(^3\) Mayer (2013)
\(^4\) Thomsen (2012): p.17
\(^5\) Kuhn and Thomsen (2015)
\(^6\) Purpose Foundation (2018)
\(^7\) Thomsen (2012)
\(^8\) Børsting and Thomsen (2017)
\(^9\) Thomsen (2017): p.16
With foundations holding the majority of shares, these foundation-owned companies implement the principles of steward-ownership of purpose orientation and self-governance. Purpose orientation here does not imply a fixation of a specific purpose, nor does it necessarily entail a philanthropic purpose. Instead, the purpose stays flexible; it can change over time and can range from ensuring the well-being of the organization, its employees or consumers to offering a safe work environment for marginalized groups, supporting sustainable development or producing specific products or services. This paper will differentiate between ‘foundation-owned companies’ – companies using this ownership structure legally embedded in Danish foundation law –, and ‘steward-owned companies’, which is used as a more general description of companies based on the principles of purpose orientation and self-governance.

Foundation-owned companies make up a significant share of the Danish economy. In 2012, these companies accounted for up to 5 percent of Danish employment in the private sector, a share of almost 10 percent of Danish private sales and more than 12 percent of Danish private value added. In sum, the foundation-owned companies invested more than half of the total Danish investments in research and development. Furthermore, the minority shares of steward-owned companies listed on the stock market make up a share of approximately 60 percent of the total market capitalization of the Copenhagen Stock Exchange. These numbers show the importance of industrial foundations and companies owned by them for the Danish economy and society.

However, steward-ownership is scarcely researched due to its small relevance in most countries and the limited data and knowledge available about this particular ownership structure. In Denmark, however, there is a comparatively large amount of research on the effects of steward-ownership in the form of majority ownership by industrial foundations and the behaviour and performance of these foundation-owned companies in relation to other companies.
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Effects of Steward-Ownership

Drawing from extensive research in Denmark, this paper strives to compile and briefly discuss the effects of steward-ownership found in Denmark on the Danish economy, on the foundation-owned companies, on the employees of these companies, and on parts of society. The effects listed could be affected by country-specifics or by the specific implementation of steward-ownership in Denmark through foundation structures as opposed to other legal forms.

CORPORATE EFFECTS OF STEWARD-OWNERSHIP IN DENMARK

An inherent attribute of steward-owned companies is that its legal form ensures that a company’s voting shares are passed on to able and value-aligned successors. Control (over the business) can in general not be bought or inherited. Dividend and voting rights are separated, so no individual can profit from short-term profit-based decisions at the cost of the long-term success of the business.

This corporate ownership structure ensures a stability in ownership: The ownership of the company remains with value-aligned people. Implementing foundation models as found in Denmark, the majority of the shares remain in the industrial foundation itself. Research shows that the stability of ownership (the non-selling of voting shares) is four times higher than in non-foundation owned companies, so there is less variance in majority ownership. The majority ownership and separation of dividend and voting rights also protect companies from takeovers – for example in the medical/pharmaceutical sector.

The steward-ownership structure with the resulting credible ownership stability empowers business leaders to take a long-term perspective on corporate decisions without pressure from quarterly earning reports or public stock valuations. This results in long-termism: the long-term orientation on the survival and the fulfillment of the purpose of the company.
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It is reflected in the significantly higher long-termism score of Danish foundation-owned companies compared to non-foundation-owned companies. Overall, these companies show more long-term governance than other firms, paving the way for more continuity in company strategy, orientation on the overarching goal of the company and long-term relationships with stakeholders. This could be a competitive advantage in terms of stakeholder loyalty, trust-based relationships, as well as an argument for value-sensitive consumer and labour markets. It can also support further development of business models that are built on trust and long-term contracts. For example, Danish data shows more stable management: The fluctuation rate in management in foundation-owned companies is 40 percent lower than in companies with dispersed ownership. Foundation-owned companies on average also have a significantly higher image rank than other companies.

The long-termism and purpose-orientation of these companies are also reflected in financial indicators. While their financial performance is similar to other companies, and they show smaller sales growth, research shows a lower level of volatility on average in profitability measures, indicating a lower level in business risk. This also shows in their reduced likelihood of large losses. They show more normal, organic growth than sudden large growth spurts. On average, the Danish foundation-owned companies additionally have a lower leverage, a high capital basis, a higher equity ratio and higher reserves than generally found amongst Danish companies. This is another indication for the relatively strong emphasis on the company’s purpose and shows the impact of an ownership structure that reduces incentives to focus on short-term profits. Research on productivity of foundation-owned companies in Denmark shows that depending on size, these companies have similar to higher factor productivity than other companies, so the ownership structure does not seem to lead to inefficiency.

Also, Danish foundation-owned companies make up more than 50 percent of the Danish private investments in research and development. This could be a result of the ownership structure not putting shareholder value in the focus and lead to more innovativeness. These significant expenses in research and development seem to have a positive effect on the companies’ performance. This highlights their ability to focus on long-term investments and the reduced pressure to maximise short-term profits.

Furthermore, research shows that foundation-owned companies have a higher survival probability than conventionally-owned companies whilst accounting for size and industry. While other conventionally-owned companies have a survival probability of 10 percent after 40 years of business, foundation-owned companies have a survival probability of 60 percent over the same period of time. This indicates that the focus on long-term well-being and purpose of the company results in the company surviving longer.

Applied in a more specific context, steward-ownership also represents an alternative to at times very costly – succession processes or solutions in family-owned businesses, as seen, for example, in Denmark in the form of foundation-ownership models. Here, steward-ownership provides an alternative to inheritance or selling the company.
EFFECTS OF STEWARD-OWNERSHIP ON THE DANISH ECONOMY

Foundation-owned companies not only have a general relevance for the Danish Economy by making up a grand percentage of in, e.g. sales, value added, employment, etc., but their presence and behaviour are considered to have added effects.

As mentioned above, the ownership stability and long-termism of foundation-owned companies in Denmark result in an average higher risk aversion and a more steady mode of conducting business. This includes a more stable financial performance, such as a lower probability to experience significant losses. This greater economic stability of foundation-owned companies may have a stabilizing effect on the Danish economy in general and can prove to be an advantage for stakeholders such as employees, consumers, business partners and the general public through stable and more long-term tax payments.33

The stabilizing effect is particularly valuable during crises and can contribute to the overall resilience of the Danish economy, which is illustrated by the stable financial indicators of foundation-owned companies during and after the financial crisis in 2008.34 The protection from takeovers through this particular ownership structure additionally supports the Danish economy as its economically and fiduciary valuable corporations cannot be bought up and moved to other countries. This, in turn, also results in the significant investments in research and development from Danish foundation-owned companies remaining in Denmark itself.35 Furthermore, a positive spillover effect can be found from large, foundation-owned businesses on other firms in their sectors.36
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36. see Kuhn and Thomsen (2015)1, Medicon Valley Alliance (2017)

EFFECTS OF STEWARD-OWNERSHIP ON EMPLOYEES IN DENMARK

Due to the reduced shareholder pressure, foundation-owned companies have more leverage to build a more productive corporate culture with less emphasis on short-term profits and more emphasis on customer satisfaction, integrity and collaboration. As suggested by several researchers, this could increase their consideration of employees and other stakeholders, and present one explanation for the disproportionately stable and good employment in foundation-owned companies as compared to others.37

On average, employees in foundation-owned companies are paid slightly higher wages than in other companies.38 This could be a result of the steward-ownership structure leading to a reduced focus on shareholder value maximization; while the companies still need to be profitable to operate successfully on a competitive market, costs such as better payment for employees do not necessarily need to be reduced. This could also be a strategy to secure the long-term survival of the company by attracting qualified and talented employees with better wages and good employer reputation.39

Furthermore, research and statistics show that total employment in foundation-owned companies is, on average, more stable than in other companies, making the total number of jobs in foundation-owned companies to be less volatile. This effect was found to increase during the financial crisis.40 The stability of employment does not only account for total employment, but foundation-owned companies also show higher employee retention rates.41 This both indicates a tendency towards stable and long-term employment in the companies and a good working environment for employees.

37. see Børsting and Thomsen (2017), Pagano, and Volpin (2005), Bertrand and Mullainathan (2003)
38. Børsting and Thomsen (2017)
39. ibid.
40. see Børsting and Thomsen (2017), Kuhn and Thomsen(2014)
41. see Børsting and Thomsen (2017), Kuhn and Thomsen(2014)
Similarly, research shows that the average tenures for directors and executives is longer in foundation-owned companies, leading to lower separation rates between directors and executives. This can stabilize the working environment, company culture and management of other employees and can be connected back to more long-term decision-making and relationships.

The ownership structure of these companies can also reduce the likelihood of companies going back on implicit contracts with employees, such as working conditions. There is less incentive to do so because of short-term changes in the working environment. This paves the way for more trust-based relationships.

Due to the above, employees might feel more secure in their position and thus be more motivated to acquire firm-specific education. This is even increased by the reduced threat of takeovers of foundation-owned companies, which could result in potential layoffs, wage cuts and breaches of implicit contracts. Additionally, their motivation could increase by knowing that the profits of the company they are working for are not going to individual shareholders but contribute to the purpose of the company.

Besides being more stable and better paid, employment in foundation-owned companies also tends to be more diverse in regard to gender and age.

EFFECTS OF STEWARD-OWNERSHIP ON EMPLOYEES IN DENMARK

The effects listed above also have positive effects on the public, in terms of societal and environmental effects.

The stable and well paid employment in foundation-owned companies results in fewer costly fluctuations on labour markets and fewer people being unemployed. This, in turn, results in more stability in tax payments. Similarly, the long-termism, longevity and stability of the companies have overall stabilizing effects on the economy and society.

Foundation-owned companies do not focus on short-term profits only, but on the company’s long-term well-being and fulfillment of its purpose. This may lead to foundation-owned companies being more considerate of the social and environmental impact their business activities have and thus attempting to reduce negative externalities. For example, foundation charters often stipulate high ethical standards for the business, products and employees. This could also have positive spillover effects on other companies in their industries. It can also be argued that the resulting business behaviour of foundation-owned companies, e.g. in terms of corporate social responsibility or employee treatment, explains the significantly better public reputation of foundation-owned companies.

Conclusion

The extensive research in Denmark provides a better understanding of steward-ownership in the form of foundation-ownership and its effects on the economy, the corporations, their employees and society.

Using research on foundation-owned companies in Denmark to provide insights to steward-owned companies elsewhere indicates that steward-owned companies are more long-term oriented and stable in terms of strategy, business activity and employment, they invest in their company and employees, and often pursue social objectives as well as economic activities.

Foundation-owned companies seem to combine a conservative and more risk averse approach with an entrepreneurial one, as seen in their high investments in research and development. Additionally, they remain market-driven whilst pursuing additional objectives, making for an interesting combination, both from economic and legal research standards.

While research highlights these characteristics and effects of foundation-owned companies, it does not prove that the steward-ownership structure itself is the cause for the results. While there are causal relationships, the results could also be affected by the foundation characteristics, country or industry specifics or unknown factors. There is still a vast amount of research questions to be answered in respect to steward-ownership, both for foundation-owned companies in Denmark, but more generally for steward-ownership worldwide.
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Note: This list includes the literature cited in this document and a few further papers. Highlighted are the most exhaustive papers related to steward-ownership.
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The content of this Whitepaper does not hold an academic claim. The research and information presented in this Whitepaper intends to inform and inspire further research on steward-ownership. The content presented in this Whitepaper does not exhaust the range of research and statistics in connection with steward-ownership. Anyone interested in further research or research cooperations, please contact us.